As roll-up displays have slowly become commoditized,
Kernow has developed the Supreme range, offering a
cost-effective solution with all the important features
and benefits of a high-quality media.
Supreme combines the stability and flatness of
polyester with easy printability and fast-drying with all
standard Solvent, UV and Latex inks. The films have
an anti-static coating, a good scratch-resistance and a
low reflection finish.
The Supreme range will cover the vast majority of
needs for roll-up, pop-up and hanging banners;
offering the best price-to-quality ratio on the market.

225STVL

Supreme 225

8.9 (225µ)

300STVL

Supreme 300

12.2 (310µ)

Width

mils (microns)

Length

inches

feet

Printability

60”

Thickness

50”

Product Name

42”

Code

36”

Roll-Ups

Why choose KernowJet Roll-Ups and Pop-Ups?

180STL

Ultimate 180

7.1 (180µ)

230STL

Ultimate 230

9.1 (230µ)

165SML

Classic Matte 165

6.5 (165µ)

100’

UV

Solvent

Latex

UV

Solvent

The Ultimate range remains the benchmark product for
pop-up and roll-up display films. Originally called STL,
these 100% PVC-free substrates were and are still the best
products with a scratch-resistant textured finish.
The unique coating absorbs inks and then hardens,
effectively becoming a self-laminating product. This
enables flatter displays without lamination-induced curl.
Combining all the best features, it is the ultimate solution
for a variety of display applications.

Thickness

500STVL

Supreme 500

19.5 (495µ)

Width

mils (microns)

385STL

Ultimate 385

15.2 (385µ)

290SML

Classic Matte 290

11.4 (290µ)

Length

inches

feet

Printability

50”

Product Name

42”

Code

36”

Pop-Ups

Latex

Latex

100’

UV

Solvent

Latex

UV

Solvent

KernowJet Supreme

Scratch-resistant
No lamination required

High-opacity
backing

Anti-static
No static while printing
No dust getting attracted
No slipping in the printer

Textured surface
Optimised for a low
reflectivity surface

Polyester composite
provides:
Flatness / Stiffness
Fast-drying
Easy printability

KernowJet Ultimate
Scratch and water-resistant

Textured, anti-reflective,
bright white front surface

Anti Static treatment
No static while printing
No dust getting attracted
No slipping in the
printer to ensure perfect
alignment of panels

Very high 98%
opacity grey back

Strong and perfect
flatness for stability
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